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QUESTION 1

A candidate may apply to multiple jobs at the company Universal Containers by submtting a single application per job
posting. Once an application is submitted for a job posting, that application cannot be modified to be resubmitted to a
different job posting.What can the administrator do to associate an application with each job posting in the schema for
the organization? 

A. Create a master-detail relationship in the Job Postings custom object to the Applications custom object. 

B. Create a master-detail relationship in the Application custom object to the Job Postings custom object. 

C. Create a lookup relationship on both objects to a junction object called Job Posting Applications. 

D. Create a lookup relationship in the Applications custom object to the Job Postings custom object 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer created a Visualforce page with a custom controller to show a list of accounts. The page uses the
component, with a variable called "selection", to show the valid values for Account.Type. The page uses an component
to display the list of accounts, where the iteration variable is "acct". The developer wants to ensure that when a user
selects a type on the component, only accounts with that type are shown on the page. What should the developer do to
accomplish this? 

A. Use the onChange event to update the list of accounts in the controller when the value changes, and 

then re-render the pageBlockTable. 

B. Create multiple lists in the controller that represent the relevant accounts for each account type when the page loads,
then reference the correct one dynamically on the pageBlockTable. 

C. Add the Rendered={!Acct.type==selection} attribute to the pageBlockTable component 

D. Create a component for each option and use a variable with hide parameter on the element. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is an important consideration when developing in a multi-tenant environment? 

A. Governor limits prevent tenants from impacting performance in multiple orgs on the same instance. 

B. Unique domain names take the place of namespaces for code developed for multiple orgs on multiple instances. 

C. Polyglot persistence provides support for a global, multilingual user base in multiple orgs on multiple instances. 

D. Org-wide data security determines whether other tenants can see data in multiple orgs on the same instance. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A developer created an Apex trigger using the Developer Console and now wants to debug codeHow can the developer
accomplish this in the Developer Console? 

A. Select the Override Log Triggers checkbox for the trigger 

B. Add the user name in the Log Inspector. 

C. Open the Progress tab in the Developer Console. 

D. Open the logs tab in the Developer Console. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer needs to include a visualforce page in the detail section of a page layout for the account object, but does
not see the page as an available option in the page layout editorwhich attribute must the developer include in the tag to
ensure the visualforce page can be embedded in a page layout. 

A. Controller="account" 

B. Extensions="accountcontroller" 

C. Standardcontroller="account" 

D. Action="accountid" 

Correct Answer: C 
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